The papers by O. Bandman "Parallelization efficiency versus stochasticity in simulation reaction-diffusion by cellular automata" and L. C. de S. M. Ozelima, A. L. B. Cavalcante and J. M. Baetensc "On the iota-delta function: a link between cellular automata and partial differential equations for modeling advection-dispersion from a constant source" deal with the development and application of cellular automata.
Problems of parallel system programming are considered in the papers by Kh. Hasanov, A. Lastovetsky "Hierarchical redesign of classic MPI reduction algorithms", V. Malyshkin, V. Perepelkin, G. Schukin "Scalable distributed data allocation in LuNA fragmented programming system".
Progressively, the parallel system software should be increasingly intelligent. For instance, a compiler should be able to recognize/to understand the sense of a certain situation in a parallel program and automatically to generate the necessary system decisions. A behavior of an application parallel program should also be situation dependent. The current resources allocation, the load of communicating system should be dynamically taken into account when generating a look ahead control decision. Without similar system algorithms, the technology and system of high-level parallel programming, for instance, the system of automatic parallel programs construction, cannot be created. The latter paper suggests the description of such an algorithm and a brief description of the fragmented programming system LuNA that automatically generates the application parallel programs for the numerical modeling.
